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Il concetto di Remix
spesso relazionato alla
cultura popolare deriva
dal modello di remix
musicale che inizia ad
essere prodotto intorno
ai tardi anni Sessanta
e primi anni Settanta
a New York. Oggi il
Remix (inteso come
l’attività di prendere da
materiali pre-esistenti
combinati in nuove
forme seguendo il gusto
individuale) è stato
esteso ad altre aree
culturali, includendo
anche le Arti Visive e
gioca un ruolo vitale
nella comunicazione
massmediale,
specialmente in Internet

Turbulence turns ten years old in 2006; this means that it now offers an impressive archive of Internet based art. During its first decade, Turbulence became important in the history of a still emerging art
form often referenced as new media art.
Turbulence is also part of the history of remix culture. Generally speaking, remix culture can be defined as the global activity consisting of the creative and efficient exchange of information made possible by
digital technologies that is supported by the practice of cut/copy and paste. (1) The concept of Remix often
referenced in popular culture derives from the model of music remixes which were produced around the late
1960s and early 1970s in New York City with roots in Jamaican music. (2) Today, Remix (the activity of taking
samples from pre-existing materials to combine them into new forms according to personal taste) has been
extended to other areas of culture, including the visual arts; it plays a vital role in mass communication,
especially on the Internet—and in this case, in the Turbulence archive.
The focus in this text is to understand how Turbulence contributes to Remix as a cultural activity,
as well as to the history of new media. I will first look at Turbulence as an archive, a type of recording (a
vinyl record), and examine in detail selected works according to my theory of Remix. I will then reflect on
the aesthetics of Internet art, and its historical importance.

Friederike Paetzold | Grey Area | 2002

El concepto del Remix
(remezcla), a menudo
mencionado en la cultura
popular, viene del modelo
de remixes musicales,
que empezaron a ser
producidos alrededor
de fines de los ‘60s y
principios de los ‘70s, en
la ciudad de Nueva York
con raices en la musica
de Jamaica. Hoy en día,
el Remix (la actividad de
tomar samples o muestras
de material pre-existente
para combinarlos en
nuevas formas, según
el gusto personal) se ha
extendido a otras áreas
de la cultura, incluyendo
las Artes Visuales, y
juega un rol vital en
la comunicación de
masas, especialmente en
Internet



turbulence: nothing but a remix
turbulence: nient’altro che remix
turbulence: nada más que un remix

Quello che è una
caratteristica peculiare
dell’arte in Internet è
iil fatto che l’utente ha
un ruolo fondamentale
nell’attivare il lavoro,
come fa il DJ quando
suona i suoi dischi in
vinile. L’utente della
rete quindi manipola
file dell’archivio di
Turbulence nello stesso
modo in cui il DJ manipola
i dischi sul suo piatto.

Turbulence turns ten at a time that follows, but is somewhat distant from the postmodern: a moment
when grand narratives were questioned, and little narratives were favored. (3) The postmodern period,
which roughly ranges from the mid/late-sixties to the mid-eighties, was understood as one of fragmentation,
bits and pieces, incompleteness and open-ended possibilities.
During the postmodern period, the concept of the music remix was developed. The remix in music was
created and defined by the DJs in the nineteen seventies in New York City, Chicago and other parts of the east
coast, who re-combined or extended preexisting songs to make them more danceable. Their mixes actually
have roots in “toasting,” and dub music tradition of Jamaica. (4) The activity of the east coast DJ’s evolved
into sampling bits of music in the sound studio, which means that the DJ producers were cutting/copying and
pasting pre-recorded material to create their own music compositions. Cut/copy and paste, the fragmentation of material, is today part of everyday activities both at work and at home thanks to the computer, and
are commonly found in popular software applications, such as Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft Word.
The Internet also depends on sampling, on cut/copy and paste in order to function as a network—file
sharing, downloading open source software, live streaming of video and audio, sending and receiving emails are but a few of the activities that rely on copying, and deleting (cutting) information from one point
to another as data packets. This means that cut/copy and paste is a pivotal element of Internet based art,
and apply directly to the Turbulence archive.
What is particular to Internet art is that the user plays a crucial role in activating the work, like the
DJ does when s/he plays with vinyl records. The Internet user manipulates the files in the Turbulence archive
in the same way the DJ manipulates the record on the turntable. Both access pre-recorded material. The
seventies DJ, however, was following the tradition of hackers, because s/he was manipulating records on
a machine that was originally used for passive listening. This active interaction with pre-recorded material
became part of the mainstream, and we can see how the online user falls within a category in part deriving from the DJ; the user now is expected to play with the files (like a DJ with records) and not just listen

Lo que resulta particular
del arte en Internet es
que el usuario juega un
rol crucial en activar
el trabajo, como el DJ
lo hace cuando juega
con los discos de vinilo.
El usuario de Internet
manipula los datos del
archivo de Turbulence de
la misma forma que el DJ
manipula los discos en el
tornamesa.



or view them passively, because interaction, touching, or in the case of the online user, clicking, is now
integrated into culture.
The DJ manipulates a record and the Internet user manipulates the Turbulence archives. Metaphorically then, we can think of the Turbulence archive as a record, and like a “vinyl recording,” it can develop
scratches, and indeed it has, especially when we consider early works such as Not Walls (1996) by Laurel Wilson which uses Apple’s Quickdraw, (5) an online interface that remixes image and text in a 3-D environment.
The online work cannot be viewed because the plug-in is no longer available and the work has thus turned
into an unplayable or scratched section in Turbulence’s record groove.
Thinking of Turbulence as a vinyl record with a few unplayable tracks, this essay will now focus on
specific projects which, as we “listen” to them, may show a few scratches of their own.
literature: remixed as internet art
letteratura: remixata come arte in rete
literatura: remezclada como arte en internet

Il remix è sempre
allegorico seguendo
le teorie postmoderne
di Craig Owens, che
argomenta sull’ esistenza
di una decostruzione
nel postmoderno, quale
chiara consapevolezza
della storia e della
politica che sta dietro
all’oggetto d’arte,
sempre presente come
una “preoccupazione
connessa alla lettura”

In later sections a detailed theory of Remix will be given. At this moment what is crucial to understand in order to examine selected projects in the Turbulence archive is the concept of allegory, which is
Remix’s most vital element. Allegory is a cultural code that new media art, and more specifically Internet art,
have inherited from the postmodern. (6)
The remix is always allegorical following the postmodern theories of Craig Owens, who argues that in
postmodernism a deconstruction, a transparent awareness of the history and politics behind the object of
art is always made present as a “preoccupation with reading.” (7) Meaning that the object of contemplation,
in our case Remix, depends on recognition (reading) of a pre-existing text (or cultural code). The audience
is always expected to see within the work of art its history. This was not so in early modernism, where the
work of art suspended its historical code, and the reader could not be held responsible for acknowledging
the politics that made the object of art “art.” (8) Postmodernism, in effect, remixed modernism to expose
how art is defined by ideologies, and histories that are constantly revised. The contemporary artwork is a
conceptual and formal collage of previous ideologies, critical philosophies, and formal artistic investigations extended to new media and Internet art.

El remix siempre es
alegórico, siguiendo las
teorías postmodernas
de Craig Owens, quien
argumenta que en
el postmodernismo
una deconstrucción,
un conocimiento
transparente de la
historia y la política
detrás del objeto de
arte, siempre se hace
presente como una
“preocupación con la
acción de leer”



I lavori di Turbulence
in questo senso sono
allegorici; sono citazioni
che si sostengono
sull’autorità di un
materiale precedente
che è copiato/tagliato
e incollato, sia
concettualmente che
formalmente.

Internet based art is inherently allegorical; it always relies on pre-existing material to gain authority. The works in Turbulence in this sense are allegorical; they are citations that rely on the authority
of previous material that has been copied/cut and pasted, both conceptually and formally. This allegorical
impulse, which carries a strong trace of postmodernism is apparent in all the Turbulence commissions. And
not surprisingly the medium that is most allegorized is Literature and its narrative strategies; this is particularly true during the early years. Let us begin our examination with Literature and narratives. This focus
will then expose other allegories.

Marianne Petit with John Neilson | The Grimm Tale | 1996

Literature is an inspiration, if not the foundation, of many of the works commissioned between 1996
and 1998. Such works include The Grimm Tale by Marianne Petit with John Neilson, (9) North Country: Part 1
by Helen Thorington and Eric Schefter, (10) The Sad Hungarian by Nick Didkovsky and Tom Marsan, (11) and The
Story of X by a Russian author. (12)
The Grimm Tale is a story about a boy who is not able to understand the concept “to shudder.” This
alienates the boy who is misunderstood by those around him. When he finally is able to understand the meaning of the verb, it is the user who must come to terms with it. This is an adaptation of a tale by the Brothers
Grimm, in which the user is invited to move back and forth between the webpages, thereby making the experience of the story somewhat non-linear. North Country is a mystery short story about a skeleton, possibly
of a woman, found in Upstate New York. The woman, the authorities claim, committed suicide, even though

Los trabajos en
Turbulence son, en este
sentido, alegóricos;
son citas que recaen
en la autoridad de
material previo que ha
sido copiado/cortado y
pegado, tanto conceptual
como formalmente.



Gli autori considerano
il browser come
un’estensione diretta
di un libro stampato,
e allo stesso tempo
sperimentano le
possibilità che Internet
offre quale medium
creativo.

In questo modo il
corpo è ridefinito dalla
comunicazione on line, il
risultato è un lavoro che
costantemente chiede
di essere completato
o ammette contributi,
dall’utente finale.
Questa preoccupazione
e costante richiamo al

some evidence seems to point to homicide. This type of hypertext is known as a “branching story.” Meaning that the user usually has two hyperlinks to select from, but in the end, s/he is expected to visit most,
if not all, of the pages to get a handle on the mystery. The Sad Hungarian is the story of a farmer who has
lost his wife and is trying to cope with his loneliness and the hard work he must perform day after day. It
consists of animated gifs that must be activated by the user with mouse clicks. This story is linear; the user
must, however, use the click-back browser button to go back to the main page. And The Story of “X “is an
online collaboration where the user is expected to contribute actual writing. This story is always changing
because users are allowed to contribute. The end result of “X” is many entities. The user can navigate the
story archive starting with the most recent entries at the top. Unlike the other stories, this one consists
of a single page.
The authors treat the web-browser as a direct extension of the printed book, while also experimenting with the possibilities the Internet offers as a creative medium. For example, in North Country the viewer
can listen to ambient sound, and in the Grimm Tale each book chapter is accompanied with music compositions and animated gifs. The Sad Hungarian also utilizes animated images—a java applet to be exact, (a small
software component that runs in the context of another program, in this case a web browser). (13) Many of
these stories, while at times providing options to move back and forth between pages, nevertheless, rely
on a linear narrative, and a traditional plot. We can say that they are, in part, an extension of hypertext
literature. Most importantly, they point to interests that will be revisited repeatedly by other artists in the
years to come. These works are, in essence, remixing pre-existing stories on the web, not to mention the
linearity such stories depend on (except for The Story of X, as I explain below). They are what I call selective
remixes because they leave the “spectacular aura” (14) of the stories intact.
These early works are historical documents of a transitional period when artists began to explore
the paradox of the Internet: while the projects connect us with others in ways previously not possible, they
also alienate us from others because such experience is mediated with information. The body is redefined
by online communication; (15) the result is work that constantly asks to be completed, or contributed to, by
the end user. This preoccupation and constant recall of the body is allegory—a remixed version of what we
know in physical space.
For instance, The Grimm Tale and North Country deal with the body in cyberspace. In the former the
body of the audience is connected to the young man’s when the audience is asked what “to shudder” means

Los autores tratan al
navegador web como una
extensión directa del
libro impreso, y al mismo
tiempo experimentan con
las posibilidades que la
Internet ofrece como un
medio creativo.

El cuerpo es redefinido
por la comunicación
online; el resultado
es un trabajo que
pide constantemente
ser completado, o
acepta contribución,
por el usuario final.
Esta preocupación
y constante


rememorización del
cuerpo es alegoría—una
versión remezclada de
lo que conocemos en
espacio físico.

corpo è un allegoria
– una versione remixata
di cosa noi conosciamo
come spazio fisico.

Helen Thorington and Eric Schefter | North Country: Part 1 | 1996

L’esperienza corporale
è una costante
preoccupazione nella
emergente società
della informazione(19);
questo potrebbe essere
il motivo per il quale
il corpo è sostituito e
medializzato spesso come
un’ informazione.

to them, and to give feedback through an online form; in the latter the user is asked to identify with a body
that is in pieces, which can be read as a metaphor for the fragmentation or reconstruction of one’s identity
in online communities, and how this is related to physical experience. (16) The story opposes the passive
approach to traditional storytelling by constantly posing the question “Who is she?” which, upon closer
examination, exposes the impossibility of telling a story that could not be told—how can one tell the story
of an unidentified person? (17) This proposition can be read as questioning online identity. Thus, the user
ends in a position similar to that of The Grimm Tale. And like The Grimm Tale, North Country has a feedback
form for users to contribute their own writings.
This last feature, in fact, is the only thing that The Story of X offers. Here the user is given full
license to contribute to the story, making the user (the reader) also the author of the text. This is what I
define as a reflexive remix, because the roles of the author and user (reader) are questioned in order to
make clear the critical position of this work. (18)
Corporeal experience is a constant preoccupation in the emerging network society; (19) that is
how the body is substituted or mediated by information. This is evident in early streaming performances
like Finding Time (1999) by Jesse Gilbert and Scott Rosenberg, who organized live sound streams from six
continents around the world, with the sole purpose of creating compositions that were mediated by the
global network. (20) All of these works depend on a linear narrative that emphasizes and remixes corporeal
experience that is then turned into streamed information. Indeed, this preoccupation with disembodiment

La experiencia corporal
es una preocupación
constante en la
emergente sociedad de
la información (19); así
es como el cuerpo es
sustituido o mediado
como información.



is still with us today as we look at more recent works like IN Network (2005) by Michael Mandiberg and Julia
Steinmetz in which the artists, connected to one another via their cell phones, are always making reference
to the body and how it is defined by information. (21)
The early works mentioned above are celebrating the possibilities of the Internet as a viable art
medium, and consider the Net an extension of the text. This is true except for The Story of X, as previously
noted. These pieces, ultimately, are not legitimized by the fact that they are presented on the net, but by
the fact that they make a direct reference to established narrative strategies; and even though they are
remixed with options to be experienced somewhat non-linearly, they still hold on to the linear model of storytelling. In the following section we will examine in detail works produced in later years in which Remix is
at play, in many ways extending and questioning the early exploration of the works described above.
remixes
remix
remezclas

Ci sono tre tipi di Remix
che vengono utilizzati
oggi: Il Remix Esteso,
Il Remix Selettivo e il
Remix Riflessivo.

Nel Remix Selettivo il
DJ prende e assembla
parti alla composizione
originale, lasciando
“l’aura spettacolare”
intatta.

To better understand Remix, we will compare projects from the Turbulence archive with art from the
twentieth century. This will open a window to show how key codes of Remix have been at play under different names throughout history. This section will consider Grafik Dynamo (2005) by Kate Armstrong and Michael
Tippett, (22) getawayexperiment.net (2005) by Nathaniel Stern and Marcus Neustetter, (23) The Secret Lives
of Numbers (2002) by Golan Levin, et. al., (24) and Grey Area (2002) by Friederike Paetzold. (25)
There are three types of remixes at play today: the Extended Remix, the Selective Remix and the
Reflexive Remix. We have briefly considered above how the Selective and Reflexive Remixes are at play in
some of the early works in the Turbulence archive. In this section the Selective and the Reflexive Remixes
will be defined in direct relation to the visual arts and, most importantly, to recent works in the Turbulence
archive. Let us consider the Selective Remix first.
For the Selective Remix the DJ takes and adds parts to the original composition, while leaving its
spectacular aura intact. An example from art history in which key codes of the Selective Remix are at play
is Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain (1917); (26) this work consists of an untouched urinal (save for a traditional
artist signature) to reinforce the question, what is art? And codes of a second level remix on Duchamp can
be found in Fountain (after Marcel Duchamp) by Sherrie Levine who, in 1991, questioned Duchamp as a man

Hoy en día existen tres
tipos de remix en curso:
el Remix Extendido, el
Remix Selectivo, y el
Remix Reflexivo.

Para el Remix Selectivo,
el DJ toma y añade
partes a la composición
original, mientras
deja intacta su aura
espectacular.
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Marcel Duchamp | Fountain | 1917 | image source (26)

Così come Lichtenstein
si appropria di strisce di
fumetti nei suoi quadri,
Amstrong e Tipped
remixano fumetti con la
tecnolgia del RSS blog.

Sherrie Levine | Fountain (After Marcel Duchamp) | 1991 | image source (27)

and his urinal as art, leaving intact Duchamp’s aura as an artist but not the Urinal’s spectacular aura as a
mass produced object. (27) In both of these cases there is subtraction and addition (selectively--hence the
term, Selective Remixes).
This strategy became important in the work of pop artists, such as Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein, and is also at play in the online project Grafik Dynamo by Kate Armstrong and Michael Tippett. Like
Lichtenstein, who appropriated comic strips for his paintings, Armstrong and Tippett remix comics using
RSS technology. They refer to the work as a “live action comic strip” because the panels are updated with
new images and caption bubbles every few seconds. The strip re-contextualizes material from Live Journal,
an online resource that provides free weblogs to online communities. (28) The Internet user sits back and
lets the strips reload information. At one point a caption at the bottom of the far left panel reads “But the
journalists asked no questions, and seemed to have been hypnotized,” while at the top a small image of
Tinker Bell is juxtaposed with the text, “All we need is faith and trust, and a little pixie dust...” On the center panel there is a Jack Daniels bottle and a corresponding thinking bubble that says, “Danger! Sound the
whistle!” and the panel on the far right presents a woman wearing a large helmet-like device on her head,
and holding a joystick; the speech bubble states, “I would do anything for someone who would fight me!” and
the bottom caption reads, “Toy locomotives choked the thoroughfares...”

Como Lichtenstein,
quien se apropió de las
tiras cómicas para sus
pinturas, Armstrong y
Tippett remezclan comics
usando tecnología RSS.
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Kate Armstrong and Michael Tippett | Grafik Dynamo | 2005

Grafik Dynamo è così
un Remix Selettivo
di un tradizionale
fumetto della cultura
contempoarena con
una traccia di tendenza
postmoderna che tende
alla frammentazione. La
sembianza di allegorica
autorità è quindi data
alla striscia di fumetto
(come l’orinatorio) che
questa volta è stata
contestualizzata come
“un remix” che segue le
altre forme che vengono
e vanno per scontrarsi
e provvedere a multiple
significazioni.

All images and text fragments (the latter pre-authored by Armstrong) (29) are combined at random,
leaving it up to the user to make sense of them. Grafik Dynamo is a Selective Remix of the traditional comic
strip and contemporary culture, with a trace of the postmodern leaning toward fragmentation. (30) The form
with allegorical authority is the comic strip, that like the urinal, which once contextualized as a “remix”
allows all other forms that come and go to collide, providing multiple significations. Like all contemporary
art, this work is not expected to provide specific answers to the viewer, but instead is supposed to provide
a space to reflect on the possible meaning of the work of art. Allowing for multiple readings is actually remixed itself by the fact that the project constantly switches images and texts for the viewer in a matter of
seconds, presenting compositions which most likely will never be repeated, thus emphasizing the ephemeral
experience of the work. Image and text are combined on the panels just for you, and any other viewer who
may be accessing the project at the same moment. But that combination will be gone in just seconds, and
all that will be left is a memory, a trace. This is a remix because as I previously stated, a remix must leave
the aura of the original intact. Grafik Dynamo at no point denies or dares question the authority of the comic
strip; if anything, it celebrates it as a tool for cultural criticism and in this way it follows the definition that
supports the work of Duchamp and Levine. Duchamp at no point denies the authority of the urinal, but rather
uses it to question what is art, while Levine uses the same strategy by making a bronze urinal to question

Grafik Dynamo es un
Remix Selectivo de la
tradicional tira de comic
y cultura contemporánea,
con una huella de
postmodernismo
apoyándose en la
fragmentación. La forma
con autoridad alegórica
es la tira cómica, (como
el urinario), que una vez
contextualizada como
un “remix”, le permite
a las otras formas que
van y vienen toparse,
proveyendo múltiples
significaciones.
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the privileged position Duchamp holds as a man in the artworld, but at no point does she question his status
as an important artist. Hence, Duchamp remixes the urinal, while Levine remixes Duchamp.
The same approach is found in getawayexperiment.net by Nathaniel Stern and Marcus Neustetter.
The word “remix” is actually used in the description of the work, stating that “they commissioned local
sign-makers in Johannesburg, South Africa to ‘re-mix’ five, live websites.” (31) This activity is extended to
participants online who were encouraged to upload their own images.

Nathaniel Stern and Marcus Neustetter | getawayexperiment.net | 2005

The remixed websites include Joy Garnett’s Solidarity, which also consists of remixes
of a painting she created from a photograph,
for which she was eventually sued for copyright
infringement by the photographer. This remix
consists of several pages with variations of the
same image, ranging from drawings to pixilated graphics. Another remixed site is Joburg a
portal to the city of Johannesburg. Hand drawn
graphics are presented next to headlines and
brief texts making commentaries on the politics
of the city. Google Images is a third remix in
which all images are also hand-drawn, closely
mimicking the format found in the actual Google
website. Fox News Channel is another remix which, like Joburg, makes social comments on news sources.
And finally, Turbulence a remix of the Turbulence website itself. Here an exact copy of Turbulence’s front
page is presented, with hand-drawn images and text remixing getawayexperiment.net as well as 1 Year Performance by MTAA. (32)
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Come in Grafik Dynamo,
getawayexperiment.
net dispone nuovamente
l’aura spettacolare
dei siti web. Così l’
effettiva appropriazione
del loro look dà loro
l’ autorevolezza di un
opera d’arte.

Like Grafik Dynamo, getawayexperiment.net relies on the spectacular aura of the websites. It is
the effective appropriation of their look that gives it authority as a work of art. It can question the validity of these sites, but not the fact that they are “real” sites with cultural agency (just as Duchamp would
question art but not what is a urinal, or Levine would question the Urinal and Duchamp as a man, but not
Duchamp’s authority as an important artist). But getawayexperiement.net also points to the virtual and the
physical that is crucial to understanding Internet art as a medium. In fact, the hand-drawn images point to
the physical giving way to information online. In this way the hand-drawn activity becomes a footnote—a
trace to rely on, like beat juggling becomes a footnote to sampling in the music studio for the DJ producer.
Getawayexperiment.net is the most overt selective remix found on the Turbulence website as it deliberately
uses remix language to validate its status as a work of art.

John Heartfield | Adolf the Superman: Swallows Gold and Spouts Junk | 1932 | image source (33)

Como Grafik Dynamo,
getawayexperiment.
net se apoya en el
aura espectacular de
las websites. Es la
apropiación efectiva
de su look que le da
autoridad de obra de
arte.

John Heartfield | Hurrah, the Butter is All Gone | 1935 | image source (34)

Il Remix Riflessivo
The Reflexive Remix differs in various ways from the Selective Remix; it directly allegorizes and
differisce in vari modi
dal Remix Selettivo; extends the aesthetic of sampling as practiced in the music studio by seventies DJs, where the remixed
allegorizza in maniera version challenges the aura of the original and claims autonomy even when it carries the original’s name.
diretta ed estende
l’estetica del sampling In culture at large, the Reflexive Remix takes parts from different sources and mixes them aiming for au-

El Remix Reflexivo
difiere en varios puntos
del Remix Selectivo;
alegoriza directamente
y extiende la estética
del sampling como se
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così come veniva
praticata negli studi di
registrazione dai DJ degli
anni Settanta, dove la
versione remixata sfidava
l’aura dell’originale e
rivendicava la propria
autonomia pur portando
lo stesso nome.

Per entrambi, Heartfield e
Höch, il soggetto che dà
all’opera la sua autorità
è messo in questione : il
risultato è una frizione,
una tensione che
richiede all’osservatore
di riconsiderare ogni
elemento che si trova
di fronte. È questo che
rende la loro arte così
potente.

tonomy. The spectacular aura of the original(s), whether fully recognizable or not must remain a vital part
if the remix is to find cultural acceptance. This strategy demands that the viewer reflect on the meaning of
the work and its sources—even when knowing the origin may not be possible. An example from art history in
which the codes of the Reflexive Remix are at play is the work of John Heartfield, who takes material out of
context to create social commentary. His Photo-montages like Adolf the Superman: Swallows Gold and Spouts
Junk (33) and Hurrah, the Butter is All Gone, (34) question the very subject that gives them the power to comment. In the former, Hitler, as the title connotes, is presented swallowing gold and is questioned as a leader
of Germany; while in the latter, a German family is having dinner, eating military weapons, thus the stability
of the home is questioned due to German politics in WWII. In his case, the spectacular aura of the source
image (like in the second remix) is left intact—but only to be questioned along with everything else: we believe the image but question it at the same time due to the dual transparency of a montage and the realism
expected of a photo-image; the work then gains access to social commentary based on the combination of
recognizable images. Another example from art history where the codes of the reflexive remix can be found
is the work of Hannah Höch. Her collages blur the origin of the images she appropriates; the result is openended propositions. Her work often questions notions of identity and gender roles. Yet, even when it is not
clear where the material comes from, her work is still fully dependent on an allegorical recognition of such
forms in culture at large in order to attain meaning. This is the case in pieces like Grotesque (35) and Tamar.
(36) Although they were made 30 years apart, both decontextualze the objects they appropriate. Here we
have body parts of men and women remixed to create a collage of de-gendered figures. The authority of the
image lies in the acknowledgment of each fragment individually, and a specific social commentary like the
one found in Heartfield’s work is no longer at play; instead, each individual fragment in Höch’s work needs to
hold on to its cultural code in order to create meaning, although with a much more open-ended position.
For Heartfield and Höch the subject which gives the work of art its authority is actually questioned;
the result is a friction, a tension that demands that the viewers reconsider everything in front of them. This
is what makes their art powerful.
Keeping in mind how the Reflexive Remix works for Heartfield and Höch, we can now examine The
Secret Lives of Numbers by Golan Levin, et. al. The work consists of a visualization of numbers and their
popularity in culture for the years 1997, 1998 and 2002. The artists conducted an extensive study of the
numbers between one and a million; and put online the visualization of data for one hundred thousand. The

practica en el estudio
musical por DJs de
los setentas, donde
la versión remezclada
desafía al aura del
original y clama
autonomía aún cuando
lleva el nombre del
original.

Para ambos, Heartfield
y Höch, el aspecto
que le da al trabajo
artístico su autoridad
está en realidad siendo
cuestionado; el resultado
es una fricción, una
tensión que demanda
que los espectadores
reconsideren todo en
frente de ellos. Esto
es lo que hace su arte
poderoso.
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Hannah Höch | Tamar | 1930 | image source (36)

The Secret Lives of
Numbers prende i numeri
dalla quotidianità e
li remixa in forma di
astrazione

Hannah Höch | Grotesque | 1963 | image source (35)

reason they give for this is that presenting a visualization for up to a million is not possible online, but
they do have an offline installation which presents all the numbers. The data visualization consists of three
panels. The first on the far left provides contextual information about the other two. It presents a menu
bar that allows the user to choose between the years 1997, 1998 and 2002, and provides him/her with the
popularity of the number selected, its percentile, rank and association. The user can choose numbers on
the other two panels. The middle panel offers a bright yellow bar-chart at a ninety-degree angle, while the
third panel on the right presents a field of green and yellow which varies from lighter to darker values. The
color varies with the popularity of the number in culture. When a number is chosen on either the center or
the right panel, the left panel then provides information on that number. While all numbers are ranked, not
all of them are associated with an actual activity. Some are, like zip codes, and when you choose a number
associated with zips, you get a statement like “Association for 15139: Oakmont , PA.” But at times you may
receive the statement “There are no associations for number_____” In fact, this is a common result. In the
end, The Secret Lives of Numbers takes numbers from the everyday and remixes them as abstraction—which
at times can become quite specific as shown above with the zip code association; however, even then the
association is a cartographic one (unless you live there), and only points to the activity of measuring. This
project is about numerology. In a sense it questions scientific methods of measurement, as the introduc-

The Secret Lives of
Numbers toma números
de todos los días y
los remezcla como
abstracciones
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Il progetto allegorizza
l’autorità dei numeri e
l’autorità della scienza,
anche se il suo scopo è
non lasciarne intatta la
metodologia ma rendere
visibili i suoi limiti come
strumento di misura
dell’esperienza umana.

tory statement reads, “[L]ike every symbiotic couple, the tool we would like to believe is separate from us
(and thus objective) is actually an intricate reflection of our thoughts, interests, and capabilities.” (37)
The project allegorizes the authority of numbers and the authority of science, yet its aim is not to leave
intact our methodology, but rather to bring forth its limitations as a measuring device of human experience.
Like Heartfield’s Superman, which was conceived to question Hitler as the German leader during WWII, the
aim of The Secret Lives of Numbers is to poignantly question the way numbers are seen as “objective” in
the world. And to do this effectively the artists appropriate the tools of measurement normally associated
with numbers: graphs and charts. The project is a Reflexive Remix because it demands that the Internet user
reflect upon and question everything including the authority science normally enjoys, just like the viewer
must question the realness of Heartfield’s photo-montage.

Golan Levin, et. al. | The Secret Lives of Numbers | 2002

The way we measure ourselves is also the preoccupation of Grey Area by Friederike Paetzold. This
project consists of a minimal grey interface offering, once again, the abstraction of numbers. The artist’s
want (how much the artist desires a non-essential), consumption (how much she is willing to pay) and fulfillment (how much fulfillment she experiences as a result) are presented in three independent charts, and
the user is given the choice of accessing the high and low points of the charts in a small window with three
scrolling panels. The data can be read quickly as it moves up. The user is also given the choice of viewing the
data in three 24 day by 24 hour grids. The user also has the option of turning the grids into three different

El proyecto alegoriza
la autoridad de los
números y la autoridada
de la ciencia, aún
así, su objetivo no es
dejar intacta nuestra
metodología, sino de
relucir sus limitaciones
como dispositivo de
medición de experiencia
humana.
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Grey Area è infine
un esempio di Remix
Riflessivo perché usa
delle informazioni
su un individuo e le
presenta come fatti. Il
risultato è però messo
in discussione quando
cerchiamo di capire
che il “ritratto” basato
su dati teoricamente
scientifici è ottenuto da
un’autoanalisi soggettiva

portraits of the artist, and a final option of combining the three portraits into one. The final combination is
accompanied by a soundtrack, also derived from the 24 x 24 hour grids.
This project also questions our relation to measuring ourselves, like The Secret Live of Numbers. This
is done by exposing our dependence on a supposed objective method of measurement. The project presents
itself as accurate, but there are hints that the interpretation of data is subjective; it is, after all, a “selfportrait.” And like The Secret Lives of Numbers it also demands that we rethink our relationship to the tools
we use to understand and define ourselves as rational beings. Grey Area, then, is a Reflexive Remix because
it takes a person’s information and presents it as facts; but the end result is questioned when we try to
understand the “portrait” based on supposed accurate data obtained from a subjective self-study. This is
similar to the way The Secret Lives of Numbers questions the role of numbers as tools used to accurately
measure our reality. In Grey Area abstraction is at play as well; it is not until the three portraits based on
the grids data converge as one that the user is able to have a more subjective interpretation of the information in the project. The project is also similar to Hannah Höch’s collages in that it takes separate areas that
define the human subject and presents them in a way that still does not allow them to gel. While in Höch’s
work, one is not able to identify the multiple entities that inhabit the collaged bodies, in Paetzold’s work the
human subject is unidentifiable. A hint of this is given at the end of the piece, when one stops the animation
combining all three grids. It reads, “Individuality is resolution dependent.”

Friederike Paetzold | Grey Area | 2002

Grey Area, entonces,
es un Remix Reflexivo,
porque toma la
información de una
persona y la presenta
como hechos; pero
el resultado final es
cuestionado cuando
tratamos de entender
el “retrato” basado en
supuestos datos exactos
obtenidos de un autoestudio subjetivo
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Ambedue le opere, The
Secret Lives e Grey Area,
propongono una lettura
astratta del corpo
umano, ed ancora una
volta troviamo lo stesso
interesse per il corpo
che rivela informazioni
che sono state esplorate
precedentemente nelle
narrative di Thorington
e altri.

Both The Secret Lives of Numbers and Grey Area present an abstract reading of the human body, and
here we find once again the preoccupation with the body giving way to information that was explored earlier
in the narratives of Thorington and others. Here the body that was found in pieces like North Country is now
comfortably absorbed as pure data, as abstraction. The body has become nothing but numbers that supposedly are factual data. These pieces also share the fragmentation of the body with the works of Heartfield
and Höch, because both Dada artists also present bodies or scenes that deny their cohesiveness. Their works
pretend to be one when they are many: unified through disunity. They push against the notion of one cohesive body, and instead demand that they be understood as social constructs. It is with Remix as a strategy
that the body is referenced over and over in many of the projects found in the Turbulence archive.
To grasp a more precise understanding of how Remix is at play in the Turbulence archive, it must
now be defined in detail. Doing this will also enable us to see Remix’s role in new media and contemporary
culture at large.
loops and samples: the essence of remix
loop e sample: l’essenza del remix
loops y sampleos: la esencia del remix

The Hip hop DJs improved on the skills previously developed by Disco DJs starting in the late sixties.
They took beatmixing and turned it into beat juggling, which means that they played with beats and sounds,
and repeated (looped) them on the turntable to create unique momentary compositions. This is known today
as turntablism. This practice found its way into the music studio to become part of the tradition of sampling,
and has now been extended into the culture at large with the practice of cut/copy and paste.
Loops are also essential to computer technology, for what else does the computer do but execute
loops to know what it should be doing at all times? In the days before the first computers, people did calculations manually, but at one point the need to have repetitive computations performed in a more efficient way
became a concrete idea. (38) And in 1945, with ENIAC, computers started to take over the role of human computers. (39) The concept of loops played a crucial role in culture at this time, as Pierre Schaeffer and Stockhausen were creating compositions consisting of loops that were performed not by humans but machines. (40)
The loop in music became crucial for DJ Culture, as has already been pointed out; and DJ culture would meet

Tanto The Secret
Lives como Grey
Area presentan una
lectura abstracta del
cuerpo humano, y aquí
encontramos una vez más
la preocupación por el
cuerpo dándole espacio
a la información que fue
explorada anteriormente
en las narrativas de
Thorington y otros.
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digital culture in new media art, in particular Internet art. This merging is crucial to Remix, as I have demonstrated above. Let us now define Remix to understand its complex role in new media art and popular culture.
remix defined
remix definito
remix definido
Un remix musicale,
generalmente, è la
reinterpretazione di
un brano preesistente:
ciò significa che
“l’aura” dell’originale
sarà dominante nella
versione remixata. ... Il
primo è esteso, è cioè
la versione allungata
del brano originale
che contiene lunghe
parti strumentali
che lo rendono più
facilmente mixabile dai
DJ nelle discoteche.
... Il secondo Remix
è selettivo: consiste
cioè nell’aggiungere o
sottrarre materiale dal
brano originale. ... Il
terzo remix è riflessivo:
allegorizza ed estende
l’estetica del sampling,
in cui le versioni
remixate sfidano l’aura
degli originali e chiedono
una propria autonomia
anche quando portano
il nome delle canzoni
originali

To understand the role of Remix in online culture, we must first define it in music. A music remix,
in general, is a reinterpretation of a pre-existing song, meaning that the “aura” of the original will be
dominant in the remixed version. Of course some of the most challenging remixes can question this generalization. But based on its history, it can be stated that there are three types of remixes. The first remix is
extended, that is a longer version of the original song containing long instrumental sections making it more
mixable for the club DJ. An example from the history of the DJ would be the work of Jellybean Benitez who
became famous for producing and remixing songs for Madonna. (41) The second remix is selective; it consists
of adding or subtracting material from the original song. An example of this is DJ producer Todd Terry’s 1995
remix of “Missing” by Everything but the Girl. (42) In this case Terry not only extended the original recording, following the tradition of the club mix (like Benitez), but he also created new sections as well as new
sounds, while subtracting others, always keeping the “essence” of the song intact. The third remix is reflexive; it allegorizes and extends the aesthetic of sampling, where the remixed version challenges the aura
of the original and claims autonomy even when it carries the name of the original; material is added or deleted, but the original tracks are largely left intact to be recognizable. An example of this is Mad Professor’s
famous dub/trip hop album No Protection, which is a remix of Massive Attack’s Protection. In this case both
albums, the original and the remixed versions, are considered works on their own, yet the remixed version
is completely dependent on Massive’s original production for validation. (43) The fact that both albums were
released at the same time in 1994 further complicates Mad Professor’s allegory.
Allegory is often deconstructed in more advanced remixes following this third form, and quickly
moves to be a reflexive exercise that at times leads to a “remix” in which the only thing recognizable from
the original is the title. But, to be clear—no matter what—the remix will always rely on the authority of the
original song. The remix is in the end a re-mix—that is a rearrangement of something already recognizable;
it functions at a second level: a meta-level. This implies that the originality of the remix is non-existent,

Un remix musical,
en general, es una
reinterpretación de una
canción que ya existe,
lo que significa que
el “aura” del original
será dominante en
la versión remixada.
... El primero es el
extendido, que es una
versión más larga que
el original conteniendo
extensas secciones
instrumentales,
secciones que la hacen
más fácil de mezclar
para el DJ de un club.
... El segundo remix es
selectivo; consiste en
agregar o sacar material
de la canción original.
... El tercer remix es el
reflexivo; alegoriza y
extiende la estética del
sampleo, mientras que
la versión remezclada
desafía el aura del
original y reclama
autonomía, aún cuando
tiene el nombre del
original
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In breve, il remix,
quando esteso come
pratica culturale, è
un secondo mix di
qualcosa pre-esistente;
la materia che è mixata
per la seconda volta
deve essere riconosciuta
altrimenti può essere
male interpretato come
qualcosa di nuovo e
potrebbe diventare
plagiarismo. Senza una
storia, il remix non
potrebbe essere Remix.

Sia il Remix Selettivo
che quello Riflessivo
dipendono dall’efficienza
che rende potenti i Mass
Media – e si appropriano
esattamente di questo
elemento per criticare i
media.

therefore it must acknowledge its source of validation self-reflexively (even when it is a selective remix). In
brief, the remix when extended as a cultural practice is a second mix of something pre-existent; the material that is mixed for a second time must be recognized otherwise it could be misunderstood as something
new, and it would become plagiarism. Without a history, the remix cannot be Remix. (44)
The three definitions of Remix presented above extend to visual culture with great efficiency. Some
of the key codes of the Selective and Reflexive Remixes had been at play in visual culture for sometime before the DJs experimented with them in the music studio (We saw this in the historical examples I provided
of Duchamp, Levine, Heartfield and Höch); but the Extended Remix is not found in popular culture before the
70s, and it actually is not found outside of music. The Disco DJs, going against the grain, actually extended
music compositions to make them more danceable. They took 3 to 4 minute compositions that would be
friendly to radio play, and extended them as long as 10 minutes. (45) In the seventies this was quite radical
because in fact, it is the summary of long material that is constantly privileged in the mainstream—which is
true even today. The reason behind this tendency has to do in part with the efficiency that popular culture
demands. That is, everything is optimized to be quickly delivered and consumed by as many people as possible—music on the radio is no exception. An obvious example of this tendency is the popularity of publications like Reader’s Digest, which offer condensed versions of books as well as stories for people who want
to be informed but do not have the time to read the original material, which is often more extensive. (46)
Another recent occurrence that is now emerging on the web is the two-minute “replay” available for
TV shows like “Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip.” (47) If you missed the show when it aired, you can spend just
two minutes online catching up on the plot; in essence, this is a more efficient version of Reader’s Digest for
TV delivered to your Internet doorstep. The implications that this development has in Remix are closely tied
to political economy, and cannot be analyzed at any length in this essay (mainly because of space); however,
the Extended Remix must be mentioned because it is actually the foundation of the other two remixes which
have been analyzed here. Both the Selective and Reflexive Remixes depend on the efficiency that made mass
media powerful—they appropriate this very element to critique the media. They deliver material with the
same efficiency and the same expectations of immediate recognition that the culture industry expects. The
Extended Remix must also be mentioned because it was the first type of remix in DJ Culture that gave DJs
their independence as powerful music producers, at least in NYC.

En pocas palabras,
cuando el remix se
extiende como una
práctica cultural, es
una segunda mezcla
de algo pre-existente;
el material que es
remezclado por segunda
vez debe ser reconocido,
de otra forma podría ser
malentendido como algo
nuevo, y se convertiría
en plagio. Sin una
historia, el remix no
puede ser un Remix.

Tanto el Remix Selectivo
como el Reflexivo
dependen en la eficiencia
que hizo a los medios
masivos poderosos—se
apropian de este
elemento para criticar a
los medios.
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In the previous sections I analyzed works in the Turbulence archive according to the Selective and
Reflexive Remixes, to understand how they attain agency in culture based on an allegorical trace that goes
back to the postmodern period. And the definitions presented in this section enable us to understand their
extension in culture.
bonus beats
bonus beat
bonus beats

Ciò che il /la DJ fa
è fermare un vinile
e suonarlo come se
fosse uno strumento,
creando esperienze
effimere che possono
essere certamente
registrate, ma che non
perdono il loro potere di
rappresentazione.

It can be argued that the works analyzed so far could slip away from the definitions of Remix I have
introduced. However, these definitions are based on the tendencies found in the works themselves. As I have
shown, it is the artists’ choices, whether they are aware or not, to emphasize criticism with the use of
selectivity or reflexivity; and if we are to study how critical practice has developed not just in art, but in
culture at large, we can notice that criticism has often taken these two forms. The critic can reflect upon
a specific aspect of the work, as in Grafik Dynamo in which the artists have to leave the spectacular aura of
the comic strip intact to make social commentary, or bring into question everything, including the methodology that validates the work as in The Secret Lives of Numbers. But this does not mean that the Selective
and the Reflexive Remixes cannot be remixed with each other. However, I cannot think of an example in the
Turbulence archive that does this. This may not be the case when the Extended Remix is brought into play
in combination with either of the other two, but such analysis is also not possible with the works found in
the Turbulence archive.
Another argument that can be made is that Remix has been around way before DJs started to develop their compositions in the 70s, so why call the work made after the seventies that use the strategies of
Heartfield, Höch and Duchamp “remixes?” The answer to this lies in the action that was performed by DJs,
which is now found in the new media user. What the DJ did is s/he stopped the record and played with it as
an instrument to create ephemeral experiences that could certainly be recorded, but which did not lose
their power of representation. After each performance, the record was left as it was originally made, with
obvious wear and tear, of course. The record, in terms of its future access was essentially the same after
each performance. It was like a database ready to be accessed again. This is the case with all of the works
that have been examined in this text, they are all ready for access from a database, and the user can “play”

Lo que hizo el DJ fue
detener el disco y tocar
con él como si fuera un
instrumento, para crear
experiencias efímeras
que ciertamente podían
ser grabadas, pero que
no perdieran su poder de
representación.
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L’archivio di Turbulence
dovrà essere tesaurizzato
negli anni a venire,
perché qui potremo
trovare le prime
manifestazioni di questa
ricca storia che punta
a un futuro che solo
noi possiamo definire,
un futuro che, con una
metodologia critica,
potrà solamente essere
promesso.

them, like the DJ would play records. Of course the online user, by default, does not have the same ability to
alter the work as the turntablist does, given that the turntablist is essentially a hacker, but the argument
here is that all of the works mentioned here can function without having the actual information lost (unless
the record is scratched or the server storing the net art files crashes). To understand this, let’s consider a
Hannah Höch collage once again. Each of the fragments that she uses in her compositions come from a work
that she destroyed by cutting a piece out to make it part of her collage. She cannot go back to that image
from which she took the fragment and use it in its original form, because it now has some information missing (she cut not copied). In new media, with cut/copy and paste, the artist has the ability to sample without
worrying about destroying the file from which the information was taken. Further the user who views the
work understands this and knows that the copy being viewed can be accessed in the same exact way, like
a record would (this is true even for new media projects, like Grafik Dynamo, which uses randomness with
exactitude to present the illusion of chance to create a supposed unpredictable narrative: while text and
image may not be repeated together, the algorithm presenting unrepeatable material is repeated perfectly.
This type of “collage” that makes new media work possible is completely dependent on sampling, and as
I have demonstrated above, sampling is the essence of Remix. This means that while Höch, Heartfield and
Duchamp shared elements of remix, their works were not remixes in the way Remix has been defined in this
text with the works of Armstrong, Tippett, Stern, Neustetter, Levin and Paetzold. During their times, their
works were called readymades, photo-montages and collages because the technology at that time allowed
for sampling described by such terms. The basic elements of Remix found in Analog technology (the vinyl
record), however, as I have shown, were already at play in their works with great accuracy.
When considering all the variables discussed in the last sections, Turbulence’s contribution to the
arts and culture at large becomes apparent, and knowing that Turbulence holds a vast amount of valuable
remixes makes the project (Turbulence is a project of the organization New Radio and Performing Arts, Inc.)
a vital resource to study and enjoy new media. The Turbulence archive must be treasured in the years to
come, because in it we can find the first manifestations of this already rich history, pointing to a future that
only we can define, a future that, with a critical methodology, can only be promising.

Eduardo Navas.

El Archivo de Turbulence
tiene que ser atesorado
en los años venideros,
porque en él podemos
encontrar las primeras
manifestaciones de esta
historia ya enriquecida,
señalando un futuro que
sólo nosotros podemos
definir, un futuro que,
con una metodología
crítica, sólo puede ser
prometedor.
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NOTES:
(1) This is actually my own definition extending Edward Lessig’s definition of Remix Culture based on the
activity of “Rip, Mix and Burn.” Lessig is concerned with copyright issues; my definition of Remix is
concerned with aesthetics and its role in political economy. See Edward Lessig, “Free,” The Future of
Ideas (New York: Vintage, 2001), 12-15.
(2) For some good accounts of Dj Culture see Ulf Poschardt, DJ Culture (London: Quartet Books, 1995); Bill
Brewster and Frank Broughton, Last Night a DJ Saved my Life (New York: Grove Press, 1999); Javier
Bláquez and Omar Morera, eds., Loops: una historia de la Música electrónica (Barcelona: Reservoir
Books, 2002).
(3) For a popular and often attacked version of postmodernism see, Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern
Condition (Minneapolis: Minnesota Press, 1984). For a constrasting account, see Fredric Jameson, The
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham, Duke University, 1991). And for a brief, and somewhat limited
reflection on Postmodernism’s relation to new media see Charlie Gere, “Digital Resistances” Digital
Culture (London: Reaktion books, 2002), 150-196.
(4) Porschardt, Brewster, and Blánquez.
(5) Laurel Wilson, Turbulence.org, 1996, < http://turbulence.org/walls.htm>, (October, 2006).
(6) Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse: Towards a Theory of Postmodernism,” eds., Brian Wallis and
Marcia Tucker, Art After Modernism (New York: Godine, 1984), 203-235.
(7) Ibid, 223.
(8) Ibid, 203-235.
(9) Marianne Petit and John Neilson, “The Grimm Tale,” Turbulence.org, 1996 , < http://turbulence.org/Works/
grimm/index.htm>, (October, 2006).
(10) Helen Thorington and Eric Schefter, “North Country: Part 1,” Turbulence.org, 1996, < http://turbulence.
org/Works/Thorington/nc/index.html>, (October 1996).
(11) Nick Didkovsky and Tom Marsan, “The Sad Hungarian,” Turbulence.org, 1996, < http://turbulence.org/
Works/sadhungarian/index.html>, (October 2006).
(12) A Russian Author, “The Story of X,” Turbulence.org, 1996, < http://turbulence.org/Works/_X/index.html>,
(October 2006).
(13) “Applet,” Wikipedia.org, October 15, 2006, < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Applet>, (November 3, 2006).
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(14) I use the term “spectacular” after Guy Debord theory of the Spectacle, and Walter Benjamin’s theory
of Aura. We can note that the object develops its cultural recognition, not on cult value, but exhibit
value (following Benjamin), because it depends on the spectacle (following Debord) for its cultural
contribution. See Guy Debord, “Spectacular Time,” The Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone
Books, 1995), 110-117; Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,”
Illuminations (New York, Schocken, 1968), 217-251.
(15) For an extensive analysis on how embodiment is redefined in new media culture see N. Katherine
Hayles, How We Became Posthuman (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1999); and Mark B.
N. Hansen, New Philosophy for New Media (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: 2004).
(16) For a good account on creating different identities and how this affects physical experience see
Allucquère Rosanne Stone, The War of Desire and Technology at the Close of the Mechanical Age
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